LANGUAGE SECTION
A. Fill in the blanks with the correct gerund or infinitive forms of the verbs in parentheses.

Can you imagine (1)____________________(live) in a country with a lack of clean drinking water? It seems impossible (2)____________________(imagine), doesn’t it? However, in many countries of the world, chronic water shortage is a reality. Who is responsible for (3)____________________(create) this water shortage? Some people blame their government, but governments aren’t the only cause. The people of a country also share the responsibility for this terrible situation.

A government can’t force its people (4)____________________(conserve) water; it can only warn them (5)____________________(waste) this precious resource. However, many people resist (6)____________________(follow) the water-conservation rules set by the authorities. They fail (7)____________________(understand) that they are part of the problem. (8)____________________(avoid) a water shortage in the future, people must start saving water now.

B. Re-write/Join the following sentences, keeping the same meaning. Use the clues in parentheses.

1. Katy likes to watch TV before she does her homework, but her father wants her to do her homework first.
   Katy likes to watch TV before she does her homework, but ____________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________.
   (would rather)

2. I didn’t think that they would come to the party.
   I didn’t expect ____________________________.

3. Carol spends too much time playing computer games, so she isn’t always able to finish her homework.
   ____________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
   ____________________________

4. My son believes that scientists will invent flying cars before the year 2020.
   My son believes that by the year 2020, ____________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
C. Choose the correct alternative for each blank.

When you ___(1a)___ on the highway between Izmir and Çeşme in western Turkey, you ___(1b)___ wind turbines ___(2)___ on the hillsides. The use of wind power worldwide ___(3)___ steadily over ___(4)___ last decade. ___(5)___ by the Aegean, Mediterranean and Black Seas, Turkey has a huge potential for wind power.

1. a) travel ... would see  b) traveled ... should see  c) traveled ... will see  d) travel ... see
2. a) turning  b) to turn  c) they turn  d) what to turn
3. a) is growing  b) will be growing  c) has been growing  d) had been growing
4. a) which  b) ----  c) a  d) the
5. a) Being surrounded  b) Surrounding  c) Having surrounded  d) Having been surrounded

In 2005, Turkey ___(6)___ a new energy law to support renewable sources, ___(7)___ wind power. In spite of this, Turkey ___(8)___ much progress so far in exploiting its wind energy potential. By the end of 2006, only 19 wind power stations ___(9)___ . Many firms have applied to build wind farms, and ___(10)___ for approval from ___(11)___ Turkish authorities. If the government ___(12a)___ permission for these farms to be built, Turkey’s renewable energy capacity ___(12b)___ enormously.

6. a) passed  b) would pass  c) had passed  d) was passing
7. a) included  b) including  c) to include  d) that included
8. a) has made  b) is making  c) hasn’t made  d) hadn’t made
9. a) were installing  b) installed  c) had been installed  d) installing
10. a) were still waiting  b) had still been waiting  c) still wait  d) are still waiting
11. a) a  b) ----  c) those  d) which
12. a) gives ... will increase  b) didn’t give ... would increase  c) gave ... was increasing  d) didn’t give ... will increase
The good news is that by the end of next year, Turkey ___(13)___ the amount of electricity ___(14)___ by wind power with the construction of its biggest wind farm to date. The wind farm in southeast Turkey ___(15)___ a capacity of 135 MW when it ___(16)___ in 2009.

13. a) would have been doubled  b) will have been doubled  c) would have doubled  d) will have doubled

14. a) that produces  b) produced  c) producing  d) to have produced

15. a) will have  b) will be having  c) going to have  d) has to have

16. a) completes  b) is completed  c) will be completed  d) will complete

Early in 2009, General Electric Energy Company ___(17)___ Turkey with 52 of its latest-generation turbines for the project, with a capacity of 2.5 MW each. The wind turbines have three rotor blades, each with a diameter of 100 meters, and ___(18)___ operate at wind speeds as low as 32 kilometers per hour, ___(19)___ them 12% more efficient. This new wind farm will ___(20)___ about a huge change in Turkey’s renewable energy capacity.

17. a) will be supplied  b) will have been supplying  c) will have been supplied  d) will be supplying

18. a) might  b) are able to  c) need to  d) should

19. a) making  b) this makes  c) makes  d) to make

20. a) look  b) set  c) bring  d) cut